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The Dominion Geodesist,

OTTAWA
Dear Sir:
In carrying out your instructions for the current season, en passant,
I may remark that I enjoyed the moat pleasurable employment of my experience.
This is to be a relation of an air voyage - leaving the technical aspect with
the statistics thereof to an appendix hereto - a voyage which involved 12,000
miles or more of flying, and ranging over part, of the Northwest Territoriee,
the Yukon, Victoria and Banks Islands. I am reminded, however, of the narrow
margin that too frequently, perhaps, defines success or failure. Taking off
at McMurray from a snye of the Clearwater, disaater was imminent. Having left
the water, the fioats failed to clear a 1and bar a few feet high. Due to
melting ice stranded in the spring break-up, the bar was saturated, so that
while the floats eut trenches a foot deep in passage, the shock was, nevertheless, insufficient to wreck the craft. Faced by a cut-bank, necessitating a
climbing turn, there flashed a moment of acute apprehension, as the plane
hesitated in performance, and then - safety. As all the instruments and
equipment were on board, my field season had a narrow escape. The total load,
live and dead weight, was 1,162 lbs., so that no regulation had been violated.
It was just one of those untoward occurrences that mark the path of an aircraft 1 s
life.
En route to Ft. Vermillon, photographe of the 25th Base line crossing
Wabiskaw River were taken; owing to shallow water and "sand bars•, we did not
attempt a landing. This base line was opened in 1915, 28 years ago. It is
interesting to note how clearly it remains a line after the lapse of such an
interval. Aline such as this provides an economical and excellent control for
air mapping. South of Wabiskav River the country is a well wooded rolling
plateau, but on the north and west there are considerable areas of muskeg and
swamp.

Ft. Vermillon, also in the clay belt, is practically unchanged in
appearance, as yet uninfluenced by the influx of military activity, so
rapidly changing the old familiar scenes of yesterda.y's frontier. But the
smiling farm lands stretching southward to the Buffalo Hills tell a sto17 of
peaceful prosperity. North of the Peace River the cottntry rises steadily to
the Caribou Mountains, with little development, due undoubtedly, to the natural
impediment of the Peace River, separating the hamlet from this possible culture.
We flew over the Caribou elevation en route to Buffalo Lake. The
top is a well timbered plateau with numerous small lakes; the northern slope,
however, is dry; drainage favouring the Peace River with little affection for
the Hay. Buffalo Lake was too shallov to land in, although free of ice at
this date, June 12th. A landing was made, however, in a neighbouring lake,
named for the pilot, Buchan Lake. This lay in the heart of a well timbered
undulating plain in the clay belt, profueely covered with aspen, burch and
spruce. Buffalo Lake should never be used by aircraft. It is full of rocks,
is shallow, and always dangeroue in these respects.

Since ou.r initial take off, we have now travelled 530 miles.

From

Buchan Lake we took the air road to -Providence to refuel. Great Slave Lake
was a sheet of ice, with shifting leads at the west end, and numerous large
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floee of ice floating down the Mackenzie. Providence has ite airport south of
the village, and the usual colourful quota of military personnel. We followed
the Horn River to Fawn Lake, situated in a well timbered rolling country,
with considerable swamp, relieved by Horn Mountain, due west of the lake.
Marten, mink:, fox and lynx are plentiful, I was informed.
From here we flew over Horn Mountain to Simpson to refuel. Our next
spot was Lac la Martre. This we attempted to reach from Simpson, but being
unable to climb over Horn Mountain, we were eventually obliged to go around the
south side of the elevation and landed at midnight on the west end of the lake.
On account of ehallows and reefs we were nnable to approach the shore, so
proceeded to a lake lying southwest, and after a laborious effort made the shore
and camp. This area is a sheet of timbered swamp, a dreary country, altogether
uninspiring. The west end of Lac la Martre is mapped aerially in good position.
Thence a 50-minute flight to Tache Lakes, erroneously mapped too far east,
and much different in actuality to their map delineation. These lakes are in
terrain rising steadily to the Franklin Mountains fringing the right bank of
the Mackenzie River. Thence a fast fading gasoline supply landed us at
Wrigley, with but 5 minutes to spare. At this point we had air•voyaged
1,800 miles. En route to Wrigley we crossed Blackwater Lake noting the winter
tractor road, and supply base, to Great Bear Lake.
We returned to Blackwater to observe a spot. This is a pleasing lake
in high land, bordered on the west by Franklin Mountains, eut through by
Blackwater River which drains the lake to the Mackenzie. The lake was enlirely
free of ice on June 17th. There are numerous sandy beaches and the area is
well timbered. Aspen has disappeared from the flora, though birch is still in
evidence in this latitude.
Thence we turned south to Greasy Lake, a small lake. bordered by
swamp, well timbered, shaped like a man in appearance. Greasy Lake is south~est of Wrigley about 70 miles. Thence we went to Norman Wells, refuelled,
and took off for Smith Arm of Great Bear Lake, which observation showed to be
mapped a considerable distance too far east. We are still in the timbered
clay belt, but large areas of barrens are beginning to appear. Great Bear
Lake was a sheet of ice at the time of our visit June 21st, but our small bay
was clea.r enough for a landing. A change of wind again filled the bay, but
we were able to shelter the craft in a small inlet, until a fortuitous change
of wind again afforded freedom. North of the Arma swampy plateau reached
towa.rds Colville and des Bois Lakes; to the west the ground rises steadily to
the Franklin Mountains, while to the east Grizzly Bear Mountains pierce the
slcy line.
1rom here, ve took off for Tweed Lake, named for the Air Engineer.
We had flown fuel to this point as a supply base. Tweed lies between Lac des
Bois and Colville. Again we are in •well wooded country, heavily rolling,
with areas of swamp and muskeg. Smoke from far distant forest fires to the
south obstructed us occasioned by south winds only.
Thence we flew northeast, erossing the Anderson River, flowing in a
shallow valley at this place, and landed on McDiarmid Lake, nestling in rough
country and in the clay belt. High head winds delayed our return to Tweed
Lake; however, when the wind had dropped, thick smoke replaced it, to sueh
affect that we got lost; our compass being entirely unreliable due to the
small horizontal force of these latitudes probably. Actually, the compass
needle frequently rotated a full 360 degrees in its erratic gyrations, but
the gyro compass provides a steady reliable guide. As we had little gasoline
supply left in the tanks, I asked the pilot to land, set up a transit,
obtained a position from the sun, plotted the position on the map, and as I
had previonsly observed at Tweed Lake, we were able to determine a straight course
for our temporary base, landing with all but empty tanks. Subsequently, I
was much amu.sed at the careful supervision the young Air Engineer exercised
when, on the eve of departure, we loaded the plane for some wilderness point.
"Rave you got yoor clock on board? Better talœ a spare and yon.r watches.
Are you sure you have all your papers and your logs?" But the Ephemeris
bogged him down. This he referred to as the book with all the numbers in
it. Actually, the crew morale was much improved by this 11ttle incident, as
being lost is an ever present hazard, impressed on them by the frequency of its

occurrence. But this was the only time it happened tous. On the Yukon
side, there have been many tragedies from this cause. We had passed within
20 miles of Lac des Bois and failed to see it through the smpke. It had been
the intention to observe on both Lac des Bois and Colville Lakes, but ice
conditions forbade it. Tweed Lake happily lay between the lak:es, approximately
distant 8 miles from each, so that an observation here could serve the dual
purpose. West of Anderson River we fiew over a mass of small lakes in
undulating land with much muskeg; Anderson River bordera the sharp change to
broken country. The Tweed Lake observation showed that Colville and Lac des
Bois are mapped a long wa;y too far east, although their shapes are 1qaite good.
En route to Arctic Red River we landed at Patricia Berry Lake to observe a
spot, with a view to closing the gap of control provided b7 Tweed Lake on the
east and Mackenzie River on the west. This lak:e lies in a rolling country,
the last residue of the Franklin Mountains which has fallen away to the
Mackenzie plain. Patricia Berry, still in cla;y, is in a well wooded ~rea.
All spruce, with no aspen or birch. Thence we flew to Arctic Red River to
refuel arid reorganize. This took a fev hours. It vas neeessary to charter
agas boat to take fuel and oil to Bill McNeil's small trading post at the
mouth of Thunder River, 90 miles upstream from Arctic Red. This was vastly
cheaper than fiying the fuel. With this supply suitably cached I hoped to
complete observations in this area, including one in the vicinity of Letty
Harbour, situated on the long peninsula jutting out into Amundsen Gulf, and
terminating in Cape Parry. We stayed overnight at Thunder River and heard
an amazing story from the principals, the actors in an epic of northern
snrgery. One night Mrs. McNeil sent an urgent message to George Huret, a
trapper, living hard by in a modest cabin, to the affect that her husband
Bill was dying in extreme agony. This was no exaggeration. Bill was dying
from bladder obstruction, the s\l]?pression causing intense pain. The dying
man was seated on a kitchen chair and urged George to operate, begging him
to •eut• him. Unable to resist the suffering man's pleadings, and recognizing
the imminence of obvious death, George decided to comply. The primitive
surgeon went to work with a bottle of iodine and a safety razor blade, h1s
sole equipment, other than a flashlight held in position b7 old Moses, an
Indian, to whom the horror of the situation was of little concern, the members
of the household having fled the tragic seene. The first several cuts were
ineffective. Incisions I should say, perhaps, but t his was too pit1f'u.lly
crude to warrant such dignity. Another guess, however, found the bladder,
and the immediately consequent gushing emission brought instant relief from
pain, and present safety from death. George's task, however, was yet
incomplete. It remained to move the patient to Aklavik, which he did. I
saw both principals and advised Bill, who was far from strong, to go to
Edmonton to complete hie restoration to health so hardily begun. This he did
I am glad to say.
I may mention that on the east side of the Mackenzie River between
Thunder River and Arctic Red there are nwnerous beaver houses. No hu.nter has
any difficul.ty obtaining his beaver quota. The pelt is plentiful, but George
had to forego this spring hunt, due to an irregul.arity on his part, promptly
punished by the police, whose vigilance and enforcement are worthy of the
gratitude of those offices whose duty it is to administer these affaire. In
truth, it is a pleasurable duty to acknowledge the practieal aid, guidance
and information I alwa;ys reeeived at the hands of the police.
Leaving Thunder River we landed at Charles Hyndman Lake, a beauty
spot in a rolling well timbered country, 350 feet above the Mackenzie. At a
few thousand feet altitude Anderson River is visible. There is a well defined
horseshoe lake near Charles Hyndman to the south, which mak:es an excellent
landmark. Thence to Crossley Lakes, to whieh base we flew agas supply. These
forma series of 4 lakes lying north and south very nearly. They drain south
to a river which in turn flows eastward to the Anderson. These lakes are in
distinctive isolation, easily found, if sought, by following the Anderson,
from which they are readily seen. The lak:es are shallow. Aircraft must be
careful. The country is swampy, well wooded, however, and a gently undul.ating
plateau reaches out in all directions.
Having completed the work at Crossley Lak:es, we decided to mak:e a
flip for Cape Parry. As it was only July 8 we were apprehensive about ice
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conditions, but with full tanks and spare gas in 10-gallon containers we took
off. In twenty minutes we ba.de farewell to the forests and emerged over the
sunlit barrens. A beautiful sight. A limitlese air view. The canyon of the
Anderson River breaking the ground line, the Smoking Mountains. the sky line,
the panorama of uninterrupted space. I was awed. I felt very mu.ch alone. A
droning speck in a vast receding expanse of wilderness which we were invading.
I realized the friendship of trees in a moment. We crossed the Anderson River,
here it flowed through a gorge eut by the ages through gravelly clay overburden,
the ground rolling roughly awe:y to a height narrowly separating it from the
Horton which parallels the Arctic coast, as if feeling its gentle way for the
moment of union, unvilling to merge ite waters with the inhospitable Arctic.
After crossing the Anderson there 1s little opportunity in the event of forced
landing. Small lakes exist to sit down on. out of which, however, a craft could
not possibly take off. We conld see Eskimo Lakes in the diste.nce. The ocean
was a sea of ice; we crossed the coast west of Cape Parry peninsula, crossed
Franklin Bay, and thence north. The southern part of the penins'llla is a mass
of small lakes, many of which were open. Letty Harbour, however, our
destination, was full of floe ice, but Wright Bay, southwest, was clear.
The bay has a long narrow neck, which ehokes the ice and keeps it free.
The country is high and hilly, with a clay gravel and mu.ch evidence of glacial
drift• resulting in bo'lllder deposit. We saw a few caribou. June is the
coast month for Caribou, but towards the end of the month they retreat to
higher ground. Flowers were in bloom on July 8th. The growth 1s rapid and
luxurious under the rays of a never setting summer sun. At Wright Bay we
experienced mu.ch inconvenience from fog. The thermometer seldom rose above 500 r.,
but when it did fog followed in calm weather. It blankets the scene with a
suddenness disconcerting and depressing. Fifteen minutes on one occasion
witnessed the transition from a bright blne sky to an impenetrable mist. Flyers
in these ragions must be extremely wary in respect of this menace. Genere.lly,
throughout Canada, an east wind means a falling barometer and rain follows; but
along the coast and north along the west coast of Victoria Island and also at
Banks Island, the east wind always, without fail, brought clear weather, finé
dqs. The same occurred at Shingle Point and Ka.y Point. Wright Bay has been
an old Esk:ilno camp site, and I found several hardwood boards 3 inches thick,
~hich could only have come from ships, giving rise to speeulation, envieioning
the bayas a whaling winter base. It is idee.l.ly suited to such a purpose,
owing to the sheltered nature of its disposition.
J believe this site is suitable for a large airport. The ground on
the north shore of the bay is aptly formed for runways, and all the construction
necessities for a port. If we consider the demande of post-wer intercontinental
commercial flying, and also the coastal air traffic of our own domestic
requirements, the site presents attractions. The coast is a natural guide line,
particularly in the dark months of winter. This means of contact flying proved
particularly useful to Watt :Berry when he once made the hazardous winter
flight from Coppermine to Letty Harbour, and Charles Lindbergh on bis way
westward to the Orient in 1931 favoured the coastal guide line. The air route
from Edmonton to Moscow could poesibly favour su.ch a base.

Airports for local needs, and refnelling and repair purposes, where
deemed necessary 1n the area.s northwest and south of Great :Bear Lake, can be
chosen with a minimum of difficulty, but within the limite of the pre-cembrian
shield, as for instance, east of Great Bear Lake. the opportunities for airport
sites are few indeed. Even the facilities for float planes along the ideal
route afforded by the Mackenzie River are unable to cope with the competition
of wheeled craft. Airports are now cleared with such ease and speed, due to
the weight moving power of the Bulld.ozer, that only two weeks or even less are
sufficient to mak:e a landing strip in the wilderness. Just a few years ago
President Roosevelt spoke of en intended production of 20,000 planes a year,
whereat the world gasped. Last month the United States produced planes at the
rate of 200,000 a year. So we must think e,nd plan in terme of fl~ing. The
Mackenzie River Basin is developing rapidly. The northwest corner ofthe
Northwest Territories, Victoria Island, Banks Island and the islands north
thereof, in my humble opinion, are going to be stepping atones in the path of
a busy flying world. Into this picture, the Eskimo can admirably find a place.
Let us consider hie economic value. The hazards of commercial polar flying
can be considerably reduced if, in the event of forced landing, some competent

person on board is able to take charge of ground existence pending rescue.
Such competence could be provided by an Eskimo crev man, employed, for
instance, as air engineer. Consider the vulnerability of women passengers,
or aged passengers, or even fit young men, if called upon to suddenly face
the facts of a polar or sub-polar forced landing. Consider the insurance
charges on a plane with or without a crewman competent to deal with the problems
of housing and hunting consequent upon forced landing.
Primitive peoples live by their hands. The fruits of the chase are,
themselves, fashioned into implements for warmth and construction, for tools
and traps. The hide of the caribou 1s clotbing and bedding, the horns of the
musk ox make a bow, the ivory of the walrus tips a spear, bones make knives
under a deft hand. Primitive peoples, therefore, live by their bands. The
bands learn thus to make and fashion with dexterity. The Eskimo, highly
developed in the use of their bands, are thus natural mechanics. Trained,
they could fit into the scheme of polar flying with economic success. Aklavik
and Coppermine are good centres for airpla.ne rigging and angine training
schools for young Eskimo boys whose qualifications need only be ability to
speak: and understand English. The Mission School could begin the first part
of an engine training, and the hangar could then forward it to completion.
It is costing Canada much intime, money and effort to restore the Indian
to the economic life of the co,mtry; with the Eskimo we are abont to introduce
to his country a new industry or enterprise; we will find that we will be
obliged by the force of nature to employ him; it remains for us to employ him
with economy, without entirely weaning him from hie way of life, for that is
hie principal asset which commende his services to the problems of polar fiying.
I shot a specie of black duek at Wright Eay, weighing about 4 pounds;
drawing the birds showed that nature had not equipped them with a crop. They
were supplied with a hard gristly corrugated gtùlet, which I thought was
intended to replace and perform the functions of the crop. The country in
the vicinity of the bay is rough, hilly and stony, with a grassy verdure,
and some buck brush in low swampy depressions. The southern end of the
pen1nsula falls away to a nearly level lake-filled plain, but to the north
the ground is rugged. I was astonished to happily find a scant supply of
driftwood in Wright Es.y, presumably from the Mackenzie. It had not been
transported by the Eskimo, beca.use its disposition along the high-water
mark of the beach precluded that supposition. The tidal flow was very nearly
3 feet, the temperature of the water 40° r. and less. The cliffs of the south
end of l3a.nks Island were clearly visible in the air. We could not sail across,
however, mu.ch as we wonld have liked to, as we had insufficient fuel, postponing the visit, perf'orce; to a la.ter date of the season. We new over the
lonely tenantless Hudson's Bay Company 1 s Post at Letty Harbour, taking photographe and commented on the bleak dreary prospect of the unfortunate who vas
to spend the long dark winter there in charge of the post.
We turned back from Wright Bay with some regret, and had sufficient
fuel to deflect our return course to the Crossley Lake base and drop down on
Anderson River to observe a spot. !'lying down the Anderson River we saw a
schooner high and dry upright on a gooee grass fiats. Upon inquiry at a
later date at Akla.vik, we learned that the schooner was a stove-in derelict
wrecked and carried away by the ice. We f'lew down the Anderson until we
found a suitable widening of the valley to permit a landing. We landed baside
two familied of swans. The birds were very tame, but our guns were not irresponsible. The river here was broad and deep, just emerging from the rugged
nature of the barrens through which it had eut deep gorges, into the flats
hersiding its approach to the delta. To the west the ground was nearly level
and swampy; to the east the last high ban.ka of pink:ish gravel had fioated down
to disappear, but beyond the barrens rolled away in arrogant splendonr. This
1s a country that could well support limitless herds of caribou and
domesticated reind.eer to play an important economic role in the air development
of northern f'lying. Close to the delta, distant about 60 miles, en route to
Akl.avik, and only 60 miles or so to the timbered ls.nds, contiguous to the
shelter afforded by rolling and broken lands, we find a potentiel. habitat
lending itself in all respects as a base for the supervision of extensive
herds. No doubt there are innwnerable such spots, as for instance, at the
edge of the wooded limit in the vicinity of Fort Confidence, another ideal
spot to centralize a supervised range. Grazing herbage, commonly c~.J.led
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tundra, or tundra grass 1 is of a light green turning to brown colour and
course texture, also there is a gray moss named caribou moss which affords
feed. Tundra is a Russian word, not properly applicable to our barrens.
The word means a marshy plain, and our barrens are not marshy- 1 although
due to frost underlying the tundra growth, surface water is unable to seep,
and drainage flows but a foot or eo beneath the surface, giv1ng rise to a
spongy wet depression as the weight of the foot is asserted. This conditions
is not general; it seems to occur only on sloping land, contiguous to water
areas; on top of the plateau it is replaced by firm grassy land, and this,
to my mind, is a more correct visualization of the barrens.
Barrens is a
repelling name, however, to describe a treeless plain, which in its summer
·garment, is a phenomenon of inspiring beauty.
Many thousands of geese flock to the delta of Anderson River, and
there await favourable conditions on Bank Island, their ultimate nesting
destination.
We returned to Crossley Lakes retrieving parts of equipment and
supplies cached there, and then to Arctic Red to refuel; that same evening
we tied up at Aklavik, June 16, having now flown 8,000 miles •
.Aklavik is a thriving centre. Dr. Livingstone is exper1menting,
successfully I believe, with a milking herd of cattle. There are two
missions, a wireless installation, operated by the Department of Transport,
a modest hotel and several traders, one of whom, I was informed, was income
tweed $17,000. This, from an independent trader, bespeaks a business of no
mean order. Obviously there 1s an immense amount of wealth in the delta,
contributed mostly I snggest by the humble little muskrat. I asked an
Eskimo, casually, the extent of his spring rat hunt. Apologetically, he
replied he had made a poor hunt, only securing 1,900, but that the spring
before the last he had made a normal kill of 5,000. At $1.so per pelt, here
was a resource of $9,000 in a six weeks period of lawful hunting. This may
appear, superficially, to be an abnormal claim, but years a.go I wintered at
Âklavik, and photographed a canoe load of rats (400), the result of a single
n1ght 1 s hunt. I respectfully suggest that this 1s too much wealth to talœ
annually from this bountiful natural resource. There is a possible danger of
serious depletion. As mink subsist mainly on rats, a depletion in rate
would affect the survival of mink, also a fine source of wealth to the delta
hu.nters. There are several effective means of curtailing excessive hunting
of rats. A quota system as applied to marten and beaver is one etfeétivè
method • .Another is to outlaw the outboard motor, and the 22 calibre rifie,
or both theee enginee of destruction. A canoe hunter with an outboard motor
ie able to cover too much territory in hie peregrinations to the detriment
of the rat. The rifle used in conjtmction with the hwiter•s ability to •Oall 11
becomes truly deadly. Now if we remember that this general killing takes
place during the mating season, full advantage of which is exploited by the
"call", we can readily see how supinely the rat talle victim to the hunter
so equipped, and the waete engendered by the fact that the female may be
heavy with young at the time of her death • .Aklavik, no doubt, will soon be
equipped with an airport. These ragions are becoming more and more accessible
to 1 whites" always very ready to "clean out" a good district, so that it
appears tome this question of conservation might be given further eonsideration. I saw Indiana and Esld.mo carrying bills of $100 denomination, and
dining in the restaurant with their vives and children at $1.00 a mea~ each,
this despite the facilities of their camps located within a few minutes walk
of the hotel. Reindeer meat was served in the restaurant. The carcasses
had been lawfully purchased, I was 1nformed, from the authorities; but 1t
would be a good thing to suspend butchering and sales necessary. I presume,
to maintain herds o! a size compatible with the field staff available for
their supervision. But it occurs tome that the release of excess reindeer
to permit them to fend for themselves as do the caribou in the wilderness
state, might result in populating the barrens with a good resource.
Military activity had not yet reached .Aklavik at the time of my
visit. The firet boat arrived and an idle passenger engaged in conversation,
an overall clad casual spectator on the bank: of the river, one of manyassembled to witness the hustle and bustle of arrival. "Are you going out"

asked the passenger, "I wish the hell I was" replied the priest, for such
indeed he was, 11 0h" said the passenger, "Then you are located here", "Why
hell" said the good man. "I run the mission here". Yes sir, he was Irish.
I thought this little story of excellent vintage, expressing a spontaneous
unembarrassed freedom of thought and movement, typical of the North, and
indicative of the inner meaning of democracy, not from a political 9 but from
a strictly human point of view.
1rom Altlavik we took off for Shingle Point, our next spot• The
Arctic shore here is about 60 feet high, surmounted by an undulating plateau
riaing uniformly to the mountains at no great distance to the south. The
point is hardly a point any longer, the westerly anchor 1s covered when a
strong north wind blows and mak:es an island. Pathetic relies of its once
flonrishing mission speak: of other days. The Hudson Bay Company is now
abandoned and fast falling in ruin. Heavy north wind seas sweep the Shingle.
On the sida hill on the south side of the lagoon there remains the mute
testimony of other days, a graveyard with many inscribed marble headstones.
A paling fence encloses the last resting place of Lena, whose you.ng husband
makes a yearly pilgrimage to paint and freshen the sacred spot. The cardboard plate showing her name and age, and a simple prayer, the pathos of the
misspelling 1 and the sad effort at printing, are all shielded under a piece
of glass to protect the simple epitaph from the ravages of sommer raine and
the bitter blast of winter snows. The love and devotion in the wilderness
setting, a wilderness emphasized by the decaying evidence of a one time
habitation, give cause for contemplation, require a brief pause for reflection.
Two familias of Eskimo were encamped close by 1 hunting white whale. One man
spoke English disconcertingly well. I was searching for a post which we
had established there in 1923. This Eskimo advised "to prospect around a bit"•
He also spoke glibly of Latitude and Long1tude 1 and asked to see my chronometer,
which he named with faultless pronunciation. He was an Alask:an, seeking
Canadian citizenship. He asked me for "a detailed map of the delta, as this
would aid me considè.rably in my ratting". I asked for his name and address,
but he wrote it down for me, choosing the back of my Chambers Logs. for the
inscription, explaining "you are a busy man. and your log. book will
continu.ally remind you of yonr promise".
It is all clay belt in this vicinity, as at Ka.y Point our next spot,
covered with tundra, but willows grow in the well watered valleys of some but
not all rivera. The growth is more profuse the deeper and narrower the cleft.
We could not land at Kay Point itself. There were nmnerous bars and
built up spits in evidence, so we circled the bay of Babbage River. The delta
was silted up, as well as the bay, in consequence, we landed 3 miles off the
coast, and much difficulty getting to the shore on account of shallows. An
Eskimo formerly encamped on the shore aided us by direction to a narrow
channel, by means of which we were able to follow through to a beaching,
sheltered from the waves, but not from the wind. Fortunately, the tide was
at the flow; without this condition the approach is almost impossible. We
received caribou from the Eskimo, perfectly frozen in a natural fr1gidaire 9 a
hole in a side hill. They were making a komatic sled from Mackenzie driftwood,
deposited in great quantity along this coast. Most of it comas from the Liard
River, bronght about by rapid erosion of its muddy banks in the spring freshets.
They also offered us seal caught in a fish net, evidently when in pnrsuit of
fish already gilled. We, in turn, offered them tea and cornflakes, which they
much appreciated. There was an auxiliary schooner cast upon the beach by the
ice. The angine and hull appeared to be in good condition. The Eskimo could
not identify it, meaning it must have come a long way. Caribou are plentiful
along the coast in June, but in July they retreat to the hilly country.
We retnrned to Altlavik; tak:ing off under hazardous circumstances.
Taxiing out to sea. we found the waves high. We attempted a take-off, but
the noats were striking with such force that we desisted; in the lee of Ka.y
Point. the waves were less high. After a long run, flanked by bars we took
the air for Aklavik.
Every fall, I understand 1 there is a general. exodus of hunters to
the mountains for caribou., and the slaughter 1e extensive. One couple
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blandly informed me of its modest requirements - 150 carcasses.
this might bear investigation by the constituted author1ties.

Perhaps,

In order to comply with the regulations of the Department of Transport
the pilot had to undergo a medical examination, required every six months,
so we were obliged to go to Yellowknife. Once a flourishing community, it
was now inactive; only one mine, Consolidated Smelters, was then producing,
doomed, however, to an early closing, owing to the demande of Selective
Service on labour for more essential services.
Here we switched from a single-engined Norseman to a twin-angined
Barclay, a beautiful all-alum.inum. ship, the principle of construction is that
the structural strength is in the fuselage throughout. We also switched
pilot and crew, and took on board Bill Windrum, Superintendent of Yellowknife
Division of the Canadien Pacifie Airlines, who elected to spend his swmner
holidaye with us. He was a welcome addition, as I particularly wanted him to
see the Arct1c Islands' conditions, so that he could advise intelligently if
and when further work is carried out in those distant ragions. Obtaining
the Barclay was an essential. I understand the regulations governing the
operations of commercial aircraft, specify that only twin-engined craft may
operate more than 50 miles off the mainland. However, I was glad of the
gyro compass installation and the universal radio equipment, as we had
hitherto been fiying without these safety appliances in the Norseman. There
was a erystal radio in the Norseman, but we had never been able to contact
an.y base. After two forced landings we arrived at Coppermine, refuelling en
route at Eldorado. Rare the barges were loading $1 1 000,000 worth of
concentrate recovered from uranium ore or pitchblende. Sacked in 100-lb.
lots, the shipment is barged to Norman and thence south on the Mackenzie.
I was informed tbat a byproduct of the concentrate was used extensively in
the manu.facture of ou.r "block busters". This was and is highly secretive,
and no further details were divulged, despite my earnest and tactless
questioning. Eldorado works 24 hours a day, and is supplied by an excellent
float plane service from Yellowknife.
Upon arrival at Coppermine we refuelled and took off for Holman
Island, situ.ated at the northwest corner of Prince Albert Sound, arriving
at about 10.30 P.M., July 31st. We flew a direct course set by gyro compass
for Stapylton Bay, thence for Cape Bar'ing, thence for Holman. Prince Albert
Sound was choked with ice to the east, but the western end was open. South
of Stapylton Bay, the country is a rolling plateau with sharp excarpments
of rock exposed through erosion on the southern faee, and falling north in
even slopes to a plateau, to be again broken by a sn.cceeding escarpement.
There are many small lak:es and numerous small rivers. Victoria Island is
very rough as seen from the air. Mountains of good height relieve the sky
line. I met no one at Coppermine or Hollnan who could describe a.nything of
the interior. Travel appears to be coastal only, with perhaps comparatively
short distance incursions inland. The Eskimo state that there are no musk
ox on Victoria, but I think they are very much misteJcen. The stra.its so
easily traversed from the mainland in winter afford passage. Coloured fox,
for instance, have crossed the straits after progressing into the mainland
barrens, and while not humerous, have been tra~ped recently on Victoria, in
numbers snfficient to indicate that their northern migration is to be a matter
of permanence. Hence, white fox are going to suffer. The coloured fox are
larger and swifter, so we may e:x:pect them to run down the white and devonr
them. Why then should Victoria be void of musk oxen I A glance at the map
will show the utter lack of information in respect of the interior of Victoria.
I was informed that native copper occurs in two places on Victoria. I take
this opportunity of strongly recommending that Victoria be completely
observed, photographed and mapped next swnmer, not only for needs of economic
discovery, but for the immediate mapping requirements of post-war flying and
the selection and construction of strategically located airports.
Having refuelled at Holman we left immediately, then 1.30 A.M., for
Banks Island. Unable to reach Banks, owing to the rapid formation of a fog
ba.nk, we were forced do,m at Fort Collinson, but by 8 A.M. the fog cleared

off and we reached Banks, coming down at the head of De Salis Bay through a
hole in the fog. Nelson Head was invisible through the blanket, but to the
west and northwest rugged and even mounta.inons country wae faintly discernible.
Our pressing concern wae to effect a landing, and we promised ourselves an
exploration flight when the weather cleared. There 1s a natural basin,
protected from ice and waves by a long and narrow esndpit. The basin is
suitable for mooring schooners and float aircraf't. I named it Windrum
Anchorage for the Oanadian Pacifie Airlines Superintendent. An excellent
site for an airport abuts the anchorft€e, with fresh water in abundance from
two rivers entering the bay. The soil is of a fine texture, easily worked,
and readily drained. The south end of Banks Island, mapped as Nelson Head,
is a bold head.land, which appeared tome to be 2,000 feet high and looked
like a sheer cliff; the vieinity of Masik Pass is mountainous. Much ice
drifted in Minto Inlet and Prince of Wales Strait, and off the south end of
Banks Island. This was all local ice. We saw nothing of the Polar pack.
We saw only one camp of Eskimo on a sandspit near Fort Collinson, the only
sign of human habitation, save the mark between Holman and Banks. Owing to
the limited gas supply • Edmonton records showed a good supply cached at
Holman, but all of this supply, with the exception of six 45-gallon drnms had
been moved by Eskimo schooner to Cambridge Bay - we were unable to mske an
exploration flight of Banks Island, much to our disappointment. With adequate
gas, we eould easily have had a look at Prince Patrick Island. The Eskimo
state that Banks Island is the principal breeding ground of the white fox.
The tracks they observe in the early epring converge on tbat destination from
all points. Spring feed afforded by the hordes of geese that flock the
interior breeding grounds may account for the fox migration. Be that as it may,
the island is a great source of wealth; the Banklanders, as the island Eskimo
are termed, trade at Aklavik; from the vieinity of Nelson Head, they sail a
course for Cape Parey, their principal land.mark, navigating from the back.ward
view of Nelson Head and the eventual fonrard view of Cape Parey. The Hudson's
Bay Manager at Aklavik told me of a $20,000 catch of white fox made on Banks
Island by a single hunter, another who paid an income tax of $900, and the
late Mr. A.M. Perry, D.L.s., told me of an Eskimo family catehing 700 fox on
Victoria Island one winter, the winter of 1934-35, if I remember correctly.
Apropos of the tax above referred to, I was asked by several Eskimo
if they could be lawfully income•taxed. This was a poser. As some of them
were undoubtedly taxed, it must have been done under proper authority. On the
other hand, it seems strange that wards of the Government, unworthy of the
political franchise, should bear the burden of Government; yet, again• the
eitizens of the Northwest Territories exercise no vote, bu.t this is from a
different motive it seems. They have still the right; the exercise of the
right is merely suspended, mainly, perhaps, on account of geographical
difficulties interfering with the funetion of practical political assembly.
It seems tome, however, from remarks I have heard here and there, that the
people of the Northwest ferritories will not be long in raising their voices
for parliamentary representation.
The difficulties of assembly for the purpose of voting, resulting
from the scattered nature of population, over very long distances, have now
been largely overcome by the presence of airports and aireraft, which are the
heralds of a new era. Possibly, nowhere in the world has a highway reeeived
the glamourous and spectacular advertisement as that lavished on the Alaska
Highway, and not unjustly, but this is only the beginning of the great net
of northern highways already in process of extension. Ft. Nelson to Norman;
Norman Wells to Whitehorse, great arteries being added already, with the
promise of feeders in many directions. The machinery and energy are in the
country, in situ, as it were. The post--war tourist attractions of this
country made available by the bulldozer, 1n startling contrast to the
laborious buildi!J8 of the ~urma Road, will, in my humble opinion, assume
proportions, su.eh that the industries, conseqnent upon a flowing tourist
traffic, will emerge in ever growing volwne and prosperity. It, therefore,
seems tome that it is nota bit too early to select areas to set aside as
national parks, in keeping with the wise policy in practice of setting aside
national playgrounds.
·
.As a prelimina.ry to all .development, irrespective of ite nature,
be it on the ground or in the air, the vits.l necessity of preparation
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consiets in laying down a net of precise or special surveys of base line
accuracy, or even superior to that precision. Permanent monuments at frequent
intervals are a meane of registering all land transactions about to become
nwnerous. Without the base of a definite system, it ma.y well happen tha.t
confusion will result - if the precise net does not precede the rush of business
activity. These surveys, following the lines of least resistance - the
constructed highways - should be instituted without delay, so that all subsequent .
surveys of townsites, group lots, farms, mineral. claims. parks, etc., ma.y be
completely tied in and registered by reference to the base net, each parcel
or tract bearing a mapped relation to the other though far from abutting one
another. I cannot stress too much the urgency of this work. In view of the
rapidly expanding pattern of airports and natural float landing facilities,
we must remember that the plane can now point its prop to any part of the
compass. Thus the whole of the mainland northland 1s conquered and at the
disposition of latent capital, which at the end of the war will be seeking its
outlet.
On a fine da.y we left Banks to return to Holman. Due to an offshore
wind we hugged the coast. Engine failu.re out of range of coastal protection
entailing a forced landing in a heavy swell must always receive consideration.
A dipped wing to be quickly expected in a swell will soon be followed by total
loss. Flyers must resist the temptation to cross large bays when the wind is
offshore. Fort Collinson affords good ship and plane Harbourage. The country
is very hilly, rising to 700 feet, with escarpements of rock, split by frost,
breaking the elevated surface in frowning appeara.nce. We reached Holman to
find the bay which we had left but a few days ago completely adrift with large
and thick cakes of ice. An east wind had bronght out floea from Prince Albert
Sound, floating a field 15 miles vide and of an extent in length beyond the
scope of estimate. Incidentally. an east wind is the fair weather wind in this
locclity. We were obliged, therefore, to land in a fresh water ls.ke of good
areage, 1½ miles north of Holman, and there avait a change of wind favourable
for clearing the bay. I engaged Eskimo packers to carry the obeerving equipment
and radio receiver, etc., over the 1½ mile portage. 'l'he Hudson 1 s Bay Oompany's
Post is erroneously referred to as Holman Island. It is, however, located on
Kings Bay, about 4 miles from Holman Island on the mainland. The site is
flanked by mountains 1,000 feet high, tipped by precipitous cliffs of basalt,
with much talus, due to the action of frost. They form an impressive and
grandiose background to this little outpost of civilization.
By report, fog is more prevalent in the spring and s\llllmer as the air
is rapidly warming, cold air sweeping over the lower warmed surface condenses
the moisture content of the warm strata to form the phenomenon. A warm day
typifiea the action. It is almost always a sure advent of fog. A gentle
vertical convolvular air motion is an adJunct to give the wraith•like body
depth, not too violent to effect dispersal., as a calm serene atmosphere seems
to be the normal condition under which a fog ba.nk occurs, frequently appearing
with a suddenness that is startling. It is possible that the disposition of
ocean currents allied with air cnrrents are a traceable cause of the occurrence.
A notable and established fact to the affect that considering any specific
latitude, the western side of a continent is always warmer than the eastern,
and further, that sea temperatures are generally cooler than land temperatures,
give rise to the consequence of preval.ence of westerly winds and the warmth
stored up from the nature of their source. The Arctic is low in saline content
due to slow evaporation obviously explained and the inrush of large freshwater
streams. In freezing the salts are generally returned to the underlying water,
but in continued hard frosts they appear in a crystallized form on the surface.
This removed, the ice may be melted for drinking purposes, although it yet
contains a considerable salt content, having been reduced by but 2/3. Arctic
seas, it must be observed, are low in saline content. The surface water is,
therefore, light and tends to spread over the surface. This, by the way, is a
contributary cause to the flow of current, a startling fact. Precipitation
over the western islands is low, thus winter formations of ice and snow are
carried off by summer heat and the land areas are dleanly exposed for the
support of animal and floral growth. These western islands, unlike their sistera
to the east, are low, preclud.ing the formation of glaciers, which require in
these latitudes an elevetion of at least 4,000 feet to faveur forming. The
channels between the western islands are shallow, due to geological phenomena,
and are, in consequence, usually ice locked. The total area of the Canadian
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Island Archipelago is over half a million square miles, to which Victoria
Island contributes 74,000. Just a casual view of these vast areas of islands
and mainland, tundra covered, evokes the prospect of a vast reindeer industry.
Let us consider. A herd of reindeer normally doubles every 3 years.
The barren land hides in a few odd corners something like three million head of
caribou. Given a ranching impetus, surely it is not wireasonable to visualize
ranchers possessing herds reaching to thirty million head or more. This
animal domesticated since time immemorial has, unlike other domesticated wild
life, retained his primitive instincts in the vital ways of self preservation.
He needs no ha.y or man made shelter. He can survive and prosper in his natural
habitat. oblivious to man made aid.
If the original idea fostered by the Government was to provide the
Eskimo a means of sustenance, it 1 in itself 1 was a valu.able step. The lead
was given, and it seems tome now possible, by rigid conservation1 to utilize
the barrens to an extent undreamed of, using the natural resource of grazing
space to advantege until such time as the plow once again claims precedence
over areas allotted to the rancher. For the plow eventually will invade the
·barrens. Actually, within the Arctic circle cabbages grow f aster and larger
than in temperàte zones, rate and progress of growth being subject to hours
of sunlight, uninterrupted heat, rather than the length of summer in terme
of months duration. Thus plant life flourishes in the barrens of the Arctic.
The conversion of plant life to meat is the philosophy, employing the truth
that meat or animal life is simply grain eonvert d.
At Holman we were afforded several opportunities of su.mmer seal
hunting. The hunter, armed with rifle and harpoon spear, lands on a cake
of ice, hauling the boat up, and patiently awaits the appearance of a seal 1 s
head, as he blows for air. A successful shot having slain the victim, he leaps
for the boat and rows with frantic speed to harpoon the sinking carcaas, at
this time of the year, early August, bearing but a light thickness of blubber,
about¾ of an inch deep. This blanket is inadequate to support the body, which
must, therefore, be speared to be retrieved. The liver is a delectable dish•
particularly if flanked with bacon. The winter hunt differe greatly. »y
means of a specially trained dog employing perceptions not cognizant in the
genus homo, the seaJ.s 1 blow holes are searched out and indicated to the hunter
by his canine assistant. A hunter is stationed at each hole, and with poised
spear, awaits with interminable patience, the blow. He stands, in a bent over
posture, with hie feet wrapped in the additional. protection afforded by a polar
bear hide. An essentiality to the success of the hunt demanda tbat he keep
hie feet 1mmovable, seal being very sensitive to the reverberations of the
slightest frictional sound caused by moving them. He is at liberty, however,
to call out or speak, to flog his arms in the interest of circulation. There
may be a depth of snow 5 feet in extent covering the blov hole. Some hunters
place a feather or a thin paper on the surface of the snow, a fluttering of
whieh indicates that the seal is blowing, whereupon the hunter strikes. This
strategem is only practicable in calm atmosphere, of course, but strangely
enough, this is the rule rather than the exception. Violent storms are
infrequent in the Arctic, though hard drifting anow in 11ght winds conduee
to invisibility, and this is the main evil of the blizzard. Having speared
the seal, if such be hie good fortune, he must, with his knife, handily
placed for the emergency, enlarge the blow hole for the withdrawal. of his
victim, very easily killed by a minor blow on the nose or head. The seal 1 e
flippers are equipped with sharp clawa, and by- means of the rapid agitation
he can attain, he scrapes the ice newly forming 1 and thus maintains access
to the outer world. An Eskimo woman with a 4-inch semi-oircnlar knife, termed
"oola", removed the hide and blubber in one unit, dressed the carcass,
dismembered it, and then removed the blubber :f'rom the hide, in less than 3
minutes. The blood is jealously treasured. The huntress does not sit or
squat to do her work, she stands, bending at the hips acutely forward in the
execution of her art.
The large seal. and the walrus do not, except in very rare instances,
inhabit these waters. As has been stated, the channels between the islands
forming this low plateau are shallow, due, perhaps, to erosion and faults
occurring in the dim ages of antiquity; henee ice blocks them. To this 1s
due the great difficul ties of t hose ha.rd.y adventurers who sooght the Northwest
passage to the Pacifie. ·Now, consider the natural habitat of walrus and
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large seal. In the Eastern .A.rctic t hey thrive in abundance, and again so
on the Alaskan side, seeming to indicate that they migrate by mee.ns of a deep
water channel to the north of onr ice-locked sonthern channels, possibly
via Viscou.nt Melville Strait, or even north of that.
Holman boasts a two-way wireless, operated by the Hudson's Bay
Company, whose post manager has had a thorough training nnder the auspices
of the Company. Holman is also a meteorological station, daily observations
being made by the same agent.
One of the photographe in the appendix hereto shows an Eskimo-m.ade
caribou skin tent. In this dwelt an ancient dame in poverty and squalor.
Sbe told us of her tragedy. In the middle of the mouth of Prince Albert
Sound is a clustered group of small islands. Man.y, many years ago 1 when she
was a young, unmarried girl (presumably 70 years ago), her tribe, in toto,
in the very early spring, repaired to these islands with their dogs to hunt
seal. Unprecedentedly for that time of the year, the ice broke away from
the islands, the gap widened and failed to close during the ensuing weeks and
months. The seal source of supply was exhausted, to be followed by the doge,
and eventually, as the weak:er slowly perished from hunger, they ghoulishly
gave sustenance to the survivors. They made k:yaks out of the material
furnished by the komatick sleds and the bides available, but the wind blew with
a velocity and persistance for months on end without cessation, raising waters
incompatible with the sea-going property of the kyak. Thus gradually their
anergies faded into oblivion, until at the last only a very few lived to see
the · q_uietening of the waters and to affect their own rescme to the mainlan.d;
but, in the tragie interval, she had partaken in the gruesome repast, whieh
followed upon the death by staM!;S,tion of her own brother.
The vagaries of nature marooned the entire tribe, virtual
extermination followed, and this, she explained, is the direct cause of the
present depopulation of the Eskimo people in these areas. Suffieient time
has not yet elapsed to rebuild it; but this is not altogether the cause.
Eskimo familias are now very small, in comparison to other times. The slaying
of girl babies to preserve the balance between hunter and non-hunter populaotion is largely responsible, conpled, no doubt, with the infusion of whiteman diseases, undel'tlining health in a climate that demande everything in the
most rugged of constitutions.
Such is the story she told, however, she the sole remnant of that
once prosperous tribe, to the accompaniment of tears streaming down her withered
cheeks, tears of remorse, the saddest tears of all. Strange that the visible
source of her grief had not long since dried up. Stranger still, that in
that savage untutored breast the fires of remorse had fonnd and held a
harbourage throughout the long lapse of time, in realistic appreciat1on of
the philosopher's dictum, in the still -stranger ehock, that "with the utmost
ingenuity of metaphysics, and with all the amplification of travel, both by
land and by sea (and now by air) a man can never escape from his past history".
We left Holman on August 6th south bound for Coppermine, but dropped
dovn en route to observe a spot at Baffa Lake, which lies about 5 miles due
east of Cape Ernest Kendal on Victoria Island. The formation is of the se.me
general description. A rugged hilly country with the same greenish sheen of
tundra rolling endlessly away to 1nfin1ty. A pleasant fiight over a fleecy
bed of fluffy clouds, surmounted by a speckless azurite sky, took us to
Coppermine. There are numerous installations at this place - missions, wireless,
trader, police. There is no hospital. There is a hospital at Aklavik, thence
we reach aeross to Pangnirtu.ng on the southeasterly coast of Baffin Island,
a distance of roughly 1,500 miles, before we come to the next hospital aid
centre; in all this vast intervening space, there is no organization for the·
government of health beyond the elementary scope of first aid. Independent
traders with schooner eq_uipment set up shanty cabins at isolated points.
This means that the Hudson's Bay Company is obliged to also set up competitive
poste in the vicinity of those places. It follows tbat the Eskimo is too well
served in the matter of hie geographical convenience and insufficiently served
economically, for this ruinous competition means immensely increased overhead.
I have alw~s believed that the Hudson 1s Ba.y Company should receive favonred
treatment on account of 1ts stability and permanence. Private traders are
here today and gone t omorrow, prosperous today and bankrupt tomorrow. Would

it not be feasible to locate a metropolis of administration, centralizing an
area of, say, 500 miles radius, at which would be located police, hospital,
school, traders, wireless, airport, etc. This would affect the collection of
the Eskimo population into units, and operate to the benefit of health and
well-being.
We were a few days at Coppermine and having changed back to ou.r single
engined Norseman, and having replenished ou.r supplies and fuel (actually, we
had landed at Coppermine at the completion of the northern trip with but an
hour's fuel in the tanks, having exhausted all the supply at Holman) took off
for the headwaters of the Ra.e River. There were numerous lakee in this
vicinity, but most of them were too shallow for a landing. We landed in
Libby Lake, named for the Air Engineer. The formation here is an undulating
plateau 800 feet above sea level. Thence we went to ~ernard Harbour, apparently
an Eskimo damp site since time immemorial. The harbou.r is a natu.ral shelter
protected by many islands which close off the bay from the fury of outside
storms. The trading post is now abandoned, but the police cabin ie maintained,
well supplied with equipment to serve as a refuge for travellers and for police patrol. The wreek of a Ford snowmobile excites the imagination, as to the why
and wherefore of its presence so far, far away from its formal sphere of life.
We returned to Ooppermine and having refuelled, proceeded to the si te
of Fort Confidence, interrupted on the way by a forced landing, due to the
blowout of an exhaust gasket and clamp. Here we unearthed an old palisaded
grave, a few bones, and a wooden plaque, on which is painted in stencilled
green an inscription in a good state of preservation - the paint having reeisted
erosion, so that the painted portions stand up in relief - "F.I. THINTHEAl3ET 11
26th May 149. The plaque was nailed to an upright with hand-made wrought iron
nails, and found buried under 18 inches of the accumulations of almost 100
years. Hard by were some of the weather beaten remnants of the dead hunter's
toboggan. For such I presume he was one of Frankl.1n 1 s men. The ancient
fireplace chimneys still ste.nd surmounting the heaps of flat stone rubble that
formed part of the buildings of the site. Large timber once flourished here,
the axes that felled it are rusted and scattered, but the stumps still stand
15 inches in diameter, defiant of the attack of time, aided in the battle by
the climatic cold of the region. The clearing is grown over with white willow,
but trees have not intruded. The site was chosen with cunning in a narrows
affording protection from the blast of Great Bear Lake. It is interesting to
observe that Franklin chose rather to perpetna.te abstract virtues in naming
his bases than to honour the living or dead, inspiring names really, names
which conceivably were prompted by the high morale with which the great
explorer was bountifully imbued - Reliance, Confidence, Enterprise.
Leaving Confidence we flew to Eltm.orado to refuel, but were u.nable to
land due to high wind driven waves. We landed, however, in nearby Cameron Bay.
This town presente the appearance of a ghost town. Uninformed, one might
imagine that the population had fled before the threat of pestilence. The
axodus was due to the war measure of closing the mine; nota sotù remained,
nota vestige of life; many articles of velue were left behind in the seeming
stempede to evact1a.te. A casual visitor found a box of Coronas and two quarts
of excellent rum on the beach, a conclusive evidence of the hurry to d.epart.
We left immediately for Norman Wells, and thence for Good Hope, proceeding the
next day to Arctic Red River, whence we took off for the headwatere of Rat
River, our destination being Summit Lake. We found the lake suitably large
for a landing, but not large enough for a tak:e off. From later information
obtained at Ottawa, it is oonceivable that I mistook the exa.mined lake for
Summit Lake, although I he.d ta.ken the precaution of consul.ting Louis Cardinal
and a Mr. Clark; both have travelled the route repeatedly. The lake I
examined does not conform in shape to the lake :plotted on a map I have since
seen, and mapped from aerial vertical photographe. The map delineation from
this source should be conclusive, unless mountain shadows were eo falling at
the time of photography to practice a deception. As Summit Lake is an
important topographie feature indicating the Northwest Territor1es-Y\1kon
Bounde,ry in thie vicinity, an observation here is of first importance. I
regret I was unaware of this important condition at the time of my v1sit,
estimating the spot as of mapping necessity only, and perhaps justifiably
considered it of seoonda.ry importance owing toits proximity to the Husky and
Peel River control traverses. But for this, I may assure you, Sir, that
I wou.ld have proceeded by canoe to secu.re the observation, which meant but
a three-df\y voyage from McPherson.
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Somewhat disheartened, we returned to Arctic Red River, refuelled,
and proceeded to Good Hope. We proceeded next day to Wrigley, and thence
to Foran Lake, a spot I had seen in the distance in 1942 en route to Dal
Lake. Foran Lake lies in the heart of the Mackenzie Mountains, a spot of
beauty, al though the moontains fall far short of the elevat ions they reach
to the west and southwest as they approach the divide. I think the area
surrounding Dal and Foran Lakes might well be looked over by an appropriate
officer, with a view to selection of a national park. The area is readily
reached from the Mackenzie, and abounds with moose, caribou, grizzly bear,
goats and sheep, the streams alive with trout, all set in surroundings of
natural beauty, with which mountain scenery can usually be associated. There
1s another area in the vicinity of Tuchido Lakes, easily accessible from the
Alaskan Highway, west of Nelson Airport, that embodies the best that all types
of touriste can possibly demand. These areas are well worth examination for
national park purposes.
From Foran Lake we returned to Wrigley Airport for fuel, thence to
Wrigley itself to retrieve cachèd equipment, thence to Simpson. The following
day we took off to refuel at Simpson Airport, situa.ted 12 miles up the Liard
River on the left bank thereof, thence to Watson Lake, and on to Whitehorse,
la.nding on the Lewes River. Watson Lake Airport differed vastly in appearance
on account of constructional improvement toits wilderness dress of 1941. The
runwa.ys are second to none in Canada; the main runwq is terminated at both
ends by beys of the lake, adding beauty toits utility. The fiight to Whitehorse was impressive as successive r id8es of mountains slid by exposing the
Wold Lake plateau, caught up and depressed from view by more mountain ranges,
as the plane sped swiftly westward urged onward by a follo\fing wind.
We remained at Whitehorse for 5 days. The plane was requisitioned
to search for a Fairchild 71 lost in the mountains north of Watson. It appears
that an airlock in the fuel feed system occurred as the pilot switched from
a consumed to a full tank, necessitating a dead angine landing on a mountain
side. This he accomplished. Upon regaining consciousness, he walked 20
miles, having secured the drystal and mike of his radio set, very difficult
to replace in these times, about his person. Arming himself with his rifle,
and carrying his sleeping bag, he set out, and upon hearing the engine of
the rescue plane, he removed and waved his white shirt, the effect of which
was successful. A few more da.ys at Whitehorse, and our angine had received a
thorough top overhaul, although we were somewhat disconcerted to find an
outboard angine starting rope wound around the throttle rod, discovered only
when the cowling was removed.
Whitehorse belies its name. Set amongst beautiful surroundings,
and curving gracefully on the Lewes River, overlooked by the spotlessly
appointed airport on a natural plateau as if nature had herself fashioned
it for its destined function, it is anything but white. Commerce has secured
the town for its own, commerce in an ugly form, in an avaricious form. Money
noats and circulates with an esse and with a total disregard for its worthy
importance, as if there were no tomorrow, as if thrift had said goodbye for
all time. I am informed that the ma.ide at Whitehorse Inn receive $75.00 a
month for a six months period of service, and that they are flovn in and out
free of charge. This reflects the condition of the high cost of meals. As
there is rail (narrow gauge) communication to Skagway, distant 90 miles, it
is difficult to understand the extravagallce, exeept to assume perhaps that as
money is plentiful, extravagant demands are met for goods and services. The
liquor line, converging on the door from both ends of the sidewalk, supervised
by Cana.dia.n and u.s. Police, is a da.ily and common sight. I heard later that
the Inn had been temporarily closed on insanitary grounds. Curiously, the
present owner acquired the flourishing premises from t,,o Japanese owners,
having outdrawn or outbluffed them in the ancient North American pastime of
poker, so rumeur has it. From Whitehorse we went to Mayo La.nding, flying the
length of Lake Laberge, imm.ortalized in The Cremation of Sam McOee, by Robert
Service. A beautiful body of water, glinting in the sun of the late afternoon,
and nestling in a groove, as if the wooded mountains had drawn apart to provide
a place for a welcome visiter.
We crossed Salmon River and entering a broad plateau, traversed its
length to cross Pelly River, again entering an extended plateau reaching almost
to Mayo. The landing here was sticky, and the t~.ke off worse, as the river

was low and the run limited. An airport is in operation 1½ miles north of the
town, on the route from Whitehorse to Dawson and Fairbanks. The silver mine,
located 40 miles from Ma.yo, and which gave rise toits boom, is now closed
owing to war exigencies resulting in business paralysie. We bought Cham.pagne
and Burgundy (old stock) at Ms.yo, and promised ourselves a renewel, but in
the interim the boat had paid the town a visit and ha.d 11 cleaned out" everything delectable. We were furnished with large moose steaks for $1.00 or so,
but a side order of fresh tomatoes soared to 75 cents.
We left Mayo flying up towards the headwaters of Stewart River,
branching up Canyon Creek, a tribute.ry of the Hess, and sat down on Swan Lake,
just a few miles west of its twin, Plessant Lake. We took possession of a
trapper 1 s cabin, which posted a warning to the effect that a bear trap was set
under the cache supported by 12-inch spruce poles. Upon investigation we found
the trap with the grizzly's foot fast and chewed off in order to ma.ke his
escape. He had bitten and elawed at least one-third of the way through the
cache support poles.
The mountains at Swan Lake are not inspiring. Having eompleted our
work at Swan, with due caution having regard to the possible presenee of the
grizzly in the neighbourhood, we took off for Pincuic Lake due north 100
miles or so. Unhappily, the clouds came down as we were nearing our goal,
so that we could not rise above the peaks to eommand the view necessary to
find the lake. The mountains here are a mass of formidable peaks, snow
covered, and a perfect wilderness of disordered arrangement. We are near the
divide. We descended the ~onnet Plume River, until fearful of the narrowing
valley and low eeilinged eloud.s which were now enveloping the peaks, we turned
back, with reluctance, to Swan Lake. One hundred miles of our journey had been
over entirely dry land. and we were all unwilling to make a second attempt,
even had we had the gas.
We then went to Ruth McDougall Lake to determine a spot set in
mountainous surroundings. a large lake, probably 12 miles long by 2 wide.
Thence we attempted to reach Sheldon Lakes, but were forced doun by quick
forming fog, which cleared later, enabling us to reach Sheldon Lakes, lying
at the feet of their eternal guardian, Mount Sheldon. The oil pipeline from
Whitehorse and highway located to pass here had not qnite reached the spot,
but we could hear, under favoureble circumstances, the harsh clank: and angry
buzz of the bulldozers as they inexorably bored their way into the sanctuary
of the mou.ntain wilderness. There is a small trading post at Sheldon Lakes,
supplied by plane, a few nondescript Indians, much game, but no tro11t, which
have ceased making their appearanee in these waters for the last four or five
years.
From Sheldon we followed the Ross River northwest for 40 minutes to
drop down on Itsi Lake, one of a ehain of lakes in a narrow veiley, lined with
high mountains, snowcapped a t thi s t ime of the year, early September. Thence
we flew to June Lake, following the Christie Pass route, a ·marvel of scenic
beauty, narrow valleys and broad plateaux, until crossing the divide at low
altitude, we descended a tributary branch of the Kiele River, which we
followed to the neighhourhood of Sekwi Canyon, seeking a route to June Lake.
lying a little north of the Canyon. We sa,, a Fairchild 71 ten miles or so
away, and following it, were led to the lake. I was much surprised to meet
Guy Blanchet, who had charge of several camps locating the pipeline and
highwa.y. He looked well and hardy, having but just returned from a 200- mile
pack train trip, no mean feat in this mountainous terrain. In one day he had
seen five grizzlies, one of which had taken possession of a moose, fallen
victim to his rifle, and to which he was then returning with horses to recover.
However, the storming grizzly was speedily stopped by a fusilade of 303's.
Blanchet left with the Fairchild that evening to distribute provisions to his
scattered camps by flying low and d.ropping them out of the door. The plane
returned in a couple of hours, less the door, which had been torn adrift by
wind pressure, fortunately missing the tail plane assembly, a cire'Wllstance
explained by the design of the craft, resulting in a "tail high" flying
position. Gordon Turnbull and Suerd.rup and Puroel maintain a supply depot
at June Lake, from which pack trains distribnte as necessary. One hundred
and ten horses are engaged in this work. The depot liste every imaginable
grocery one might see on the shelves of pre-~ar retail stores. The firm is
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the abbreviation

June Lake 1s another natural beauty spot amid high mountains, and
might well be examined as the base of a national park.
The achievements of the oil pipe enterprise are the more marked on
the Whitehorse section of the route. Progress here is better than on the
Norman side, but I think it won 1 t be long before the junction is made. I
think: it possible that, when once the line is an accomplished reality, a
subsidiary spur may be drawn from the vicinity of June Lake to Mayo, Dawson
and Fairbanks. The general flow of water in this direction is an indication
of valley routes and the comparative ease of construction afforded by these
natural conditions.
According to the Engineers 1 dictum, it is not necessary to confine
the pipe to valley bottoms; in fact valley bottoms and side hill locations
cause much trouble and endanger the line through shifting debris. Four
thousand feet is the elevation quoted, provided it is practically adhered to,
but a reasonably constant elevation is sought to avoid up and down
inconsistencies, resulting in expense in construction and pumping. I am
informed that the pipeline is being surface laid and not buried. Last
winter sub zero weather at Whitehorse raached 71° F. and at Simpson, 70° F.
As the oil must be pumped and will be delivered crude, I am at a loss to
understand how this can be accomplished in this extrema climate, the factor
of viscosity entering dominantly into the problem.
We left June Lake on September 8th, arriving in Edmonton on the 10th
by way of Oba Lake, Watson, Ft. Nelson and Ft. St. John, each base
representing stops for refuelling.
I thank you for affording me the opportunity of furthering the
interests of t ha office and the Department in however humble a manner. And
before terminating this voluminous report, I again wish to bring to your
attention the sense of deep gratitude I !eel towards your staff, and
particularly Mr. McDiarmid for the unvarying willing assistance and kindly
aid always ready, and always at my disposai.
I am,

Dear Sir,
Yours faithfully,
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The photographie negatives for pietures
appearing in this report are looated in the
astronomie files at the Geodetio Survey.

u.s.

Engineers' Stores, McMurray

25th Base line crossing Wabiscaw R. Photo in
smoke at 4000 ft. 28 years after survey.

Fawn L., N.W.T. Horn Mtn. in distance.

Fawn L.

Midnight L.

Midnight L. Lac la Martre in distance, a sheet
of ice. Middle of June.

One of Tache Lakes.

Lake Grandin frozen over.

Timber typical of Tache L. country.

Blackwater L., N.~.T. showing Franklin Mountains.

32g.3-0

McDiarmid L. in rolling country.

338-~

Letty Harbour, N.~.T. July, showing H.B.Oo.

341-15.A.

21.

Ioe at Letty Harbour in July.

July 12, Letty Harbour.

Wright Bay, free of ioe early in July.

Narrow entrance to Wright Bay.

22.

Plane Harbour, Wright Bay.

Airport Site.

Wright Bay.

Flowers early in July, Wright Bay. Lat.69°44!

Wright Bay. Plateau 50' above sea level. 5 1 snow
bank July 8th.

Wright :Bay.

Verdure, Wright :Bay.

Camp observing transit, and windbreak built
with driftwood.

Anderson R., N.W.T.

E. Bank Anderson R. End of high hills falling
to Del ta fiats. .

Anderson R.

Gro,tth on W. bank 60 miles from del ta.

The E. bank i s pink gravelly clay.
1s sa.ndy clay of na.tnral colour.

The W. bank

Anderson R. cutting through cla~ formation.

3e);t.17-E·
3//f-i!.- 17-&

Delta aspect of Anderson R.

Anderson R. breaking into delta.

Shingle Point, N.W.T.

26.

Mountains south of Shingle Point.

343-18-F

Old H.B.Co. and C. of E. Mission, Shingle Point.

343-18

Ka.y Point, showing shifting sand bars.

337-16...A

Eskimo village, near Kay Point.

337-16-B

Eldorado Mine.

Windrum Anchorage. Banks. Is.

Banks Is.

Cairn with sealed memorandUJ11;airport site.

MeMurray.
. ~-.--· . .
-~:-

Confluence Clearwater and ÂthAqasca •

.

--

-

... ,,.__

King 1 s Bay. Victoria Is.
seal. Aug. 7th.

Skinning and dressing

347-22-I

Basalt erosion, King's Bay.

King 1 s Bay.

King 1 s Bay, Aug. 7th

Dead seal, King 1 s Bay.

Seal hunter with harpoon in winter garb.

Seal hunter with harpoon and line.

Ice in King 1 s Bay, Aug. 3.

Kyak.

King t s Bay•

H.B.Co.

31.

Off to shoot seal, Xing 1 s Bay.

Skin tent.

H.B.Co.

Basal.t cliffs.

Xing 1 s Bay.

Airport site.

King 1 s Bay.

Xing 1 s Bay.

32.

Erosion of Cone Mtn.

Xing 1 s Bay.

King' s Bay.

H.B.Co. Basalt cliffs. King's Bay.

King 1 s Bay formation.
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Boffa L.

Victoria Is.

Boffa L.

Boffa L.

Wireless aerial.

Cannibal 1s. Prince Albert Sound.

Low cwnulus, 3000 ft.

Coppermine, N.W.T.

Coppermine, N.W.T.

35.

Copperm1ne, N.W.T.

Bernard Harbour, Police cabin.

Bernard Harbour, N.W.T.

Confidence.

Confidence, N.W.T.

Confidence.

Ruina of Franklin 1 s base.

Foran L., N.W.T.

Foran L., N.W.T.

339-27....A

37.

Foran L.

Radstone R., N.w.T.

339-27-F

Redstone R., N.Y.T.

339-27-G

Canyon.

Redstone R.

Foran L., N.W.T.

Mountains near Foran L.

Watson L. airport. Y.T.

Mountains W. of Watson

39.

Mountains near Teslin, Y.T.

011 pipe and highway near Teelin.

Whitehorse, Y.T.

Swan L., Y.T.

353--37-X

4o.

Swan L.

353-37-D

Mountains at Swan L., Y.T.

353'--37-H

Mountains Vicinity of Bonnet Plume R.

353-37-F

L
Ruth McDougall L.

Ruth McDougall, Y.T.

At Sheldon L., trader•s garden.

Sheldon L.

352-36-I

Sheldon Lakes.

352-36-K

352-36-G

Sheldon Lakes.

Mt. Sheldon 7250 ft.

Christie Pass.

Path of oil pipe.

Plateau lands.

Mt. Christie 7300 ft.

44.

Mt. Christie

Christie Pass.

Christie Pass.

Christie Pass to Itei Lake.

355-32-F

Itsi L., Y.T.

355-32-C

46.

35 - 32-

Jun L.,

. w. T.-Y. T.

y.

Jun

L.

June t .

June L.

o'lllltain .

891- 33-

Christie Pass MoWltains and high plateau lands.

s91-33...c

Nearing Its1 L., Y.T.

891-33-A

Itsi L., Y.T.

891-33-G

Mt. Sheldon in clouds.

Mt. Sheldon in clouds.

Liard R. near Watson.

891-31-A

Alaska Highway following Liard R.

Nelson Airport.

Edmonton.

891-39-E

Lia.rd R.

Liard bridged near Watson.

At Sheldon L., Y.T.

Watson L. airport.
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And this 1s Canada.

And this.

And this,

891-39--13

